
"..... has been fun for each and every year. It's unique because of its theme

and the activities for each year, that I look forward to. Befrienders were not

only to accompany but also to care for us. We did get along well and

enjoyed ourselves together. The camp activities that were planned for us to

enjoy also came with learning points.

 

Last year, Camp Rainbow has arranged for campers to visit Marina Barrage

to fly kites. The experience of making and designing our own kites was so

much fun. It taught me as a camper that through patience and

perseverance, and with good foundation, I'm able to fly my kite up high. It

was mine and my brother, Sayfullah, first time flying kites in our lives. He

had that joyful look and that made me thrilled.

 

We also visited MediaCorp New Campus. Led by their tour guide, we were

immersed in a 60-min interactive journey through our world of media and

broadcasting where one can become the star of a TV show, be a radio DJ,

or try being a news presenter and much more. We journeyed through

specially curated exhibits that thrilled and educated me on the fast

changing media landscape. We went to replicated drama set and I

experienced how it is like to be a star. Next, we went to the simulated

news studio to be a news presenter. What I remembered particularly was

stepping into the world of virtual reality and interact in a whole new way

at the Toggle VR 360 Experience. It was my most memorable experiences.

Overall, the tour showed me what are going on Mediacorp's behind-the-

scenes.

 

The last day of camp usually ended with each group showing off their

performances. That was how we showed our confidence and talent be it as

a group or an individual.

 

My brother and I enjoyed our times in Camp Rainbow together, even

though we were in different groups. In Camp Rainbow, we don't need to

pretend to be normal or perfect. And I learnt from each camp about

mutual understanding, respect, friendships, group work, independence

and confidence. I cherished every moment I experienced with my

befriender too. I'd also like to thank the befrienders and committees who

made Camp Rainbow successful every year. Their efforts and time had

provided us such wonderful experiences and opportunities to explore

places that my brother and I were unable to visit."
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